Computer Science 441G Survey

Please (print and) complete this survey and return it to the instructor. Thanks!

Full name, name you want to be addressed by (underlining part of your full name is OK), and student identification number:

Email and URL (if you have one):

Enrolled, auditing, or undecided (E, A, or U):
  - If auditing, why?

Prerequisites:
  - I have passed EG 315 (Y or N, when):
  - I have engineering standing (Y or N):
  - If either is N, please see me immediately.

Major department/student type-year in UK (e.g., CS/U3 or ME/G1):

Phone:

Describe your computing background and proficiency: excellent, very good, good, poor, or none (E, VG, G, P, or N).
  - C:
  - C++:
  - Assembly language (just list machines):
  - Lex (or similar):
  - Yacc/Bison (or similar):
  - Other languages:
  - Unix/Mac OS X (just list which ones):
  - Windows (just list versions):

I would like to work in a small group with any of the following classmates that I recognize in class: